PRELIMINARY STUDY OF PLASMA STREAM INTERACTION WITH TUNGSTEN TARGET WITHIN RPI-IBIS FACILITY
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The paper presents results of experimental research on the interaction of a pulsed plasma-ion stream with a tungsten (W) target. The pulsed hydrogen plasma was produced within the RPI-IBIS (Multi-Rod Plasma Injector) facility at IPJ in Swierk. Measurements were carried out by means of optical spectroscopy and corpuscular diagnostic techniques. For experiments with the W-target the operational conditions (so-called PID mode) were chosen when a clean hydrogen plasma stream was generated. Attention was paid to the identification of WI and WII spectral lines.

PACS: 52.50.Dg, 52.40.Hf, 52.70.Kz, 52.70.Nc

1. INTRODUCTION

The pulsed plasma streams, which are produced by coaxial multi-rod injectors (so-called RPI- or IONOTRON-type facilities), have been studied at IPJ for many years [1-3]. The studies performed during recent two years have shed some new light on the operation of such devices [4-7]. Detailed spectroscopic and corpuscular-measurements appeared also to be of importance for various applications of such plasma facilities. In general the spectroscopic studies deliver important information about dynamics and parameters of the investigated plasma streams, and they are of primary importance for research on the interaction of plasma streams with different targets. The main aim of this paper was to present results of the recent experimental studies.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The recent studies have been performed mainly within the RPI-IBIS facility [5], which was powered from a current pulse generator charged to $U_0 = 30$ kV, $W_0 = 33$ kJ. The operational mode of the device was varied by changes of a time delay ($\tau$) between the gas puffing and the application of a high-voltage pulse. A scheme of this facility is shown in Fig.1.

![Fig.1. RPI-type facility and its operation modes](image)

The location of the pure tungsten target, which was placed at a distance of about 20 cm from the electrodes outlet, is shown in Fig.2. Spectroscopic measurements of tungsten plasma, which was produced during the interaction of a hydrogen plasma (mostly protons) stream with the tungsten target, were performed by means of the Mechelle®900 optical spectrometer. It was able to record optical spectra in the wavelength range from about 300 nm to 1100 nm, with expositions varied from 100 ns up to 50 ms.

![Fig.2. Picture of the ends of multi-rod electrodes and the tungsten target placed inside the RPI-IBIS chamber](image)

In order to determine the spatial structure of the produced proton streams we applied a miniature ion-pinhole camera equipped with exchangeable nuclear track detectors (NTD). An analysis of the mass- and energy-spectrum of the proton streams was performed by means of a Thomson-type spectrometer.

3. SPECTROSCOPY OF PLASMA-ION STREAMS

During the spectroscopic studies particular attention was paid to observations of the Balmer spectral lines of the working gas, i.e. $D_{\alpha} = 656.10$ nm, $D_{\beta} = 486.029$ nm and $D_{\gamma} = 433.298$ nm. Before the insertion of the tungsten target into the RPI-IBIS vacuum chamber, we determined the operational gas conditions (PID mode), when a clean hydrogen plasma stream was generated. To study influence of the initial gas conditions, the detailed spectroscopic measurements were performed at different time delays ($\tau$) between the gas puffing and the application of the voltage (current) pulse. A dependence of intensities of the observed spectral line on the time delay values is presented in Fig. 3.

The described measurements confirmed a strong dependence of the basic plasma parameters on the initial
gas conditions, which were varied by changes of the delay time (τ). The selection of the optimal operational conditions could be performed on the basis of the observation of the selected spectral lines.

On the basis of the obtained spectra it was possible to estimate values of the electron density and temperature of the hydrogen plasma streams, as shown in Fig.4.

It was observed that for time delays longer than 160 µs the RPI-IBIS facility generated the clean hydrogen (proton) plasma streams, and such conditions were chosen for experiments with the tungsten target. The pure tungsten target of dimensions 50 x 50 mm was usually placed at a distance of z = 20 cm from the electrode outlet (as described above). Using the Mechelle®900 spectrometer we recorded and identified the tungsten spectral lines, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

To prove that the recorded spectral lines were emitted from tungsten plasma, we performed spectroscopic measurements also for shots without any target. Some examples of the recorded spectra are shown in Fig.7.

4. MASS- AND ENERGY-ANALYSIS OF IONS

In order to get information about mass- and energy-spectrum of ions, time-integrated measurements of the investigated plasma-ion streams were performed with a Thomson-type spectrometer adjusted along the z-axis. It was equipped with the input ion-acceleration system and exchangeable PM-355 nuclear-track detectors. The Thomson parabolas, which were obtained on the track detectors after their appropriate etching, have been analyzed with an optical microscope. To perform an accurate analysis of the ion tracks, the use was made of an automatic system consisted of a CCD camera coupled with a fast PC (Pentium II) equipped with the Image-Pro-Plus software. The energy distributions of ions, i.e. deuterons obtained from shots performed with the deuterium puffing at different operational modes (defined by various time delays), are shown in Fig. 8.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this work can be summarized as follows:

- The described experiments, which were performed within the RPI-IBIS facility equipped with the multi-rod plasma injector, concerned the interaction of pulsed plasma streams with tungsten targets.
- The chosen operation regime of the injector (PID mode) ensured the generation of a clean hydrogen-plasma stream. Average energy of protons decreased from about 70 keV to a few keV with an increase in the gas-puffing delay ($\tau$). The total number of protons was the highest at time delays $\tau = 160...190\mu s$.
- For the first time, using a Mecheille-900 optical spectrometer, we recorded distinct spectral lines (WI and WII) emitted from tungsten plasma produced during the interaction of the hydrogen plasma stream with the tungsten target.

The obtained results, i.e. the optical spectra and other characteristics, have demonstrated applicability of the RPI-IBIS facility for further research on the interaction of plasma streams with tungsten targets, e.g. those of particular interest for a future fusion reactor.
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